INTRODUCING CRYPTO TOKEN
Bitcoin is digital gold, while Crypto token is

DSMIG (Digital

Smart

Intelligent Gold). The concept of super computer driven trading
once available only to a set of Large Investors is now unlocked, and
readily available to you.

GLANCE THROUGH THE EXPONENTIAL
WHAT IS CRYPTO TOKEN?
Crypto token is an advanced open source investment encrypted
token with a decentralized platform that runs Smart Intelligent
Contracts (SMIC) and also absolutely backed up Gold.
Which offers a trading, staking, lending platforms to users, this
platform is the culmination of a long standing idea, to bring the
magic of AI (Artificial Intelligence) and smart Intelligent Contracts
(SMIC) to the world of trading, and make easily accessible to the
public.

CRYPTO TOKEN INTELITRADE (INTELLIGENT TRADE)
At the heart of Crypto token

“Intelitrade”.

lies a phenomenon we call

Intelitrade

is a self-learning, smart intelligent (SI) based trading

algorithm, which is way ahead of human times and other “tradingbots” available in the world of trade. Crypto token

intelitrade

offers a different approach to cryptocurrency globally that’s
because it does not follow a single pre-fed trading strategy.
Intelitrade is thoroughly intelligent in it’s actions because it has
the ability to learn from every single trade it makes and continuously
improving itself in the process yielding a 99.9% accuracy. For our
users it means they can take advantage of this advanced cutting
edge technology which was available to large investors and earn
substantial returns on the investments.

CRYPTO TOKEN LENDING PLATFORM
In simple basis crypto token lending platform follow 4 steps.
1) Users buy crypto token and lends to intelitrade.
2) Intelitrade works it’s magic and generates returns over
investments through digital assets trading in Global markets.
3) Crypto token platform shares a part of the profit generated by
it’s intelitrade with the lender and ploughs the remaining into
advancing intelitrade capabilities.
4) This increases the intellectual property valuation of the
company and also results in appreciation of crypto token
value.

HOW IS
(BETTER)?

CTC

INTELITRADE

DIFFERENT

CTC Intelitrade takes automated trading to a whole new level and
this is how. Even the best of trading automation solutions that exist in
the market today only use a static trading strategy. On the contrary,
CTC intelitrade uses a self-learning, AI (Artificial Intelligence) based
trading algorithm, what it means in simple basic is that instead of
using a few fixed trading method all the time, CTC intelitrade learns
with every trade it makes and keeps improving it’s trading strategies
at a rapid pace. CTC intelitrade’s current algorithm is armed with
many years of trading data, so you get to benefit from all of that
technology in a glance. The key improvement is our secret source
and this is what makes all the difference. Boiled down in
Mathematical terms, CTC intelitrade uses.
1) High quality technical survey (TS) with
2) Conclusive market analysis (MA) and combines them to
perform
3) High pitched trading (HPT) powered by Global Market Data
4) Artificial intelligence (AI) and SMIC (Smart Intelligent Contracts).

[(TS+MA)* HPT] AI+SMIC

WHY SHOW INTEREST IN CRYPTO TOKEN?
In basic terms, all ultra-successful people in the world have one thing
in common; they think ahead of time and stay ahead of the curves.
They have a vision for the future, if you count yourself in that league
(or would want to). You don’t need any more reasons to be
interested.

LOOKING FOR 1 MORE REASON?
We will give you 5 reasons:
1.

Ease of use:
Despite having a complex algorithms working behind the
scenes, CTC intelitrade platform is simple to use, whether you
are already a savvy user or just getting started, you should be
able to appreciate the simplicity programmed into the
platform.

2.

Security:
CTC has developed the most sophisticated and advanced
security infrastructure available throughout the industry to
protect your digital assets using encrypted means. Once on
CTC intellitrade platform, you can enjoy complete security in
the knowledge of the fact that all your digital assets are fully
insured against any and all kinds of threats.

3. Trust:
Despite the amazing profit margin, our users face zero risk when
it comes to security of the digital assets and associated profits.
We enjoy healthy margins over and above of what is offered to
our users and ensure substantial liquidity at every point in time.

4.

Exceptional Profit:
The crypto space presents an opportunity for some really
exceptional upsides as it is. We are able to turbo charge this
potential to completely new levels by using some really cutting
edge, state of the art technology; we combine AI with SMIC
(smart) with solid mathematical modeling and extremely high
quality technical and analytical survey. This makes our CTC
intelitrade a perfect combination of human ingenuity and
machine capabilities.

5.

Science:
This profit is considered by using a highly scientific approach to
trading. We believe that there is a science behind everything
and trading is not exceptional.
Over the years, we have been able to repeatedly polish our
trading in various types of market, be it Forex, Bonds,
Commodities, Stocks, etc., and now crypto currencies.
Combining this time hound strategy with the power of AI and
SMIC, has unlocked a totally new level of returns which were
never possible using conventional approach. Working with
crypto token, you can be sure of maximum security and
smooth sailing
in case difficulties
arise and you need
assistance somewhere, a solid support back up is available for
all kind of issues that you might encounter.

Crypto
Purpose)

token

Currency

(

There were several ways in which you could have implemented
the leading platform on crypto token intelitrade. After all

considerations, it was decided to develop a decentralized
crypto currency which operates on a SMIC platform (Smart
Intelligent Contracts) to form the bases of our platform. This
enables crypto token to use the speed, flexibility and power of
the underlined blockchain technology. Besides, The CTC also
acts as an index of the company valuation. As the company
grows in capability, influence and intellectual property, the
value of the crypto currencies appreciates in proportion. This
allows CTC users to participate and profit from company’s
growth and open a total new dimension to engage and grow
their wealth.

CRYPTO TOKEN CURRENCY (TOTAL SUPPLY)
It is an obvious fact that the value potential of every given
currency is governed by the amount of supply of that currency, after
all technical analysis and market structurization.
CTC was put together to perfect balance between having enough
liquidity and solid growth, potential, crypto token's total supply was
decided to be 21 million tokens (21,000,000) by which mining
programs won’t be in existence to prevent inflation and devaluation
of tokens by users.
This total supply are one of the lowest among all conventional
leading platforms which exist in the market today and hence the
growth potential is one among the highest appreciation.

HOW CAN I TAKE ADVANTAGE?
Today you have a chance of growing your wealth using crypto
token intelitrade algorithm. The platform provides various option for
wealth creation and the users to get involved like
1. Lending

2. Staking
3. Trading

LENDING
The users have options to lend their CTC holding to the intelitrade
system. Upon doing so users will receive profit every 24hrs. The
intelitrade profit are based upon the daily earning made by the
trading algorithm on that day. In totality CTC offers intelitrade profit
of up to 45% per month on your lending amount.
The staking system will allow you to earn part of CTC that you choose
to stake with the platform for users looking for method different from
lending
this
could
be
another
possible
option.

TRADING
CTC can be traded peer to peer or traded for gold prior to user’s
choice. Issuance of limited supply is the key to rock solid state of
value appreciation where by 21 million CTC (21,000,000) would be
the total amount of tokens created.

CTC (WITHDRAWALS) - (SALES)
CTC withdrawal comes in various methods convenient and
profitable to users.
1. Fiat
2. Gold
3. Bitcoin
4. Ethereum

1.

FIAT
CTC users have the option to convert token to fiat currency ($,
£, ¥, €) and request for withdrawals into their bank account
anywhere in the world (transaction fees may apply).

2.

GOLD
According to time, Gold have been an evolutional means of
money and cannot be rotated. Users can withdraw CTC and
request for Gold coins. Shipped down to them anywhere in the
world. this may take some days, but conversion is simple
because we have partnered with a reputable Gold company
to make dreams come alive. (Shipping cost apply).

3.

BITCOIN
Bitcoin is a digital Gold and the first crypto currency unique in
it’s own attributes. Bitcoin is also a means of withdrawal of
funds anywhere in the World.

4.

ETHEREUM
Ethereum is a unique means of payment for CTC users
anywhere in the world making it easy for them to cash out
anytime of the day. Through maximum and simplified means.

TECHNOLOGY
With our leading cutting-edge and innovative technology we
have analyzed a means to make crypto token purchased
and sold using a high technology. "CT2M" (Crypto Token Teller
Machine) currently being produced by a reputable company

to favour users anywhere around the Globe for easy means of
withdrawals using just a wallet address, a barcode, or an email address and user’s pass key for that account
for
transactions without any need for a debit/credit card. Thanks
to our team of innovative engineers.

CONTINENTAL E-TRADING
CTC can be adopted by various firms and easily accessible
using various method of API for global insertion on website or
application. To deal on CTC users can accept CTC on their website,
applications or market places thanks to a limited supply of tokens
which is the solid rock foundation of value appreciation and profits.

BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain have been a remarkable technology since the invention
of Bitcoin. In terms of impact, It’s going to stand at par with the likes
of the internet and pc. For the first time in mankind’s history, We
have found a solution that cannot be hackable to any kind of
threats be it hacking, cracking and tampering attempts. This opens a
whole new world of possibility of what can be done with this
technology. Crypto token is at the four front of this technological
revolution and harnesess the power of the amazing blockchain
technology in new ways.

SMIC PLATFORM (Smart Intelligent Contract)
Just as we have used the most innovative technology for building
our intellitrade platform, We wanted to have an equally
technological foundation for CTC.
Our SMIC platform is the latest and would be the greatest
Cryptocurrency available to the world today. CTC is powered by
SMIC platform which gives it 3 advantages;

1) The strength, stability, speed and security of underlying SMIC
Blockchain.
2) Instant interoperability with at least 9 different Blockchain wallets.
Which are: Bitcoin, Monero, Ethereum, Dash, Ripple, Bitcoin Cash,
Ethereum Classic, IOTA, Litecoin.
3) The ability to harness the power of SMIC technology.

Decentralized Peer to Peer (P2P) Structure
Perharps the biggest strength of the blockchain technology lies in
its decentralized nature. This is precisely what gives the
blockchain its strength, resilience, immutability, value, security
and independence from control by vested individuals. It’s like
having the power of a hive mine.
Been based on Blockchain, CTC would be able to enjoy all the
advantages by a decentralized peer to peer architecture.

SMIC (Smart Intelligent Contract)
Smart intelligent contract

is better than smart contract
because it implements real time value of world contracts in a
digital fashion. Being based on Blockchain, SMIC has more
Resilience, Ultra Security, Better than other blockchain based
applications.
CTC benefits from the power to deploy smart intelligent contracts
in a whole new innovative ways.

Security
The biggest puzzle on the internet was security, which was solved
by blockchain technology. SMIC ultra-secured blockchain
technology was developed by our encryption engineers which
provides a system which cannot be hacked, tampered, and
impenetrable against all threats from all over the world.
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Imagine storing your invested wealth in "Gold"
Join the team of success!!!

THANK YOU

.

